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Consultant-in-Training Agreement 
 Consultation of Consultation Toward EMDR Approved Consultant 

 
 

Approved Consultant   
Name: Christopher Floro 

 Address: 932 Bobby Jones Dr., Fayetteville, NC 28312 
 Phone: 910.303.2982 (C)   910-483-5884 (O)  Email: cfloro@thrive-pllc.com 

Credentials: MAT, MAC (Pastoral) MA, LMFT, AAMFT Approved Supervisor, EMDRIA  
 
Consultant-in-Training  

Name:  
 Address:  
 Phone:       Email:  
 Credentials: 
 
I, the above EMDR Approved Consultant (AC), agree to provide the above Consultant in Training (CIT) 
with up to 20 hours total of individual and/or group consultation in EMDR Therapy. EMDRIA requires 
that 10 of the 20 hours for certification must be individual consultation or earned through ten hours of 
individual case presentation within the group consultation setting. The AC reserves the right to request 
behavioral works samples (video or audio) of CIT’s consultation sessions for review with a lead-time of 
at least four weeks prior to scheduled consultation meeting.  
 
Purpose of Consultation-on-consultation.  The purpose of this clinical consultation is to promote the 
development of ___________________(name) clinical skills in consultation for those psychotherapists 
who have completed Basic Training in EMDR, are EMDRIA Certified Therapists and now seek to 
become EMDRIA Approved Consultants.  This consultation is not supervision but considered to be peer-
to-peer consultation.  ____________________(name) is fully licensed and as such, he is fully responsible 
for the services provided to his consultees and their clients.  The CIT will only be presenting selected 
EMDR consultation situations to the AC and be responsible for deciding which of the discussed strategies 
or approaches he/she will use with his consultee.  By signing this agreement the Consultant-in-
Training acknowledges that he/she has read and is fully aware of the EMDRIA standards for 
becoming an EMDRIA Approved Consultant, is an independently licensed therapist, and is an 
EMDR Certified Therapist 
 
Confidentiality.  Confidentiality is paramount and required on all cases discussed, relative to discussion 
held and cases reviewed.  Signed releases by applicant’s clients are required on all cases discussed in 
meetings. The Approved Consultant will maintain a record of hours completed. It is the applicant’s 
(CIT’s) responsibility to maintain any signed release of information forms.  Video or audiotapes will be 
careful not to reveal any personally identifiable information (PII) of the client.  All video will be focused 
on the therapist and CIT not the client. 
 
The cost for this consultation will be $80 per hour unless other arrangements are made.  Arrangements for 
this agreement include __________________________________________________________________.   
Cancellation by either party should be appropriate to the circumstance but normally a 48-hour advance 
notice. 
 
The AC maintains the right to evaluate the applicant’s performance and amount of work deemed 
necessary for a positive outcome. If, for whatever reason, the AC is unwilling to endorse a 
recommendation for the CIT’s application for EMDRIA Certification in EMDR, they will notify the CIT 
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prior to the 8th consultation hour of concerns or possible delays in recommending certification. The 
applicant may withdraw at any time with the understanding a letter will be provided to EMDRIA, 
documenting work completed, as well as strengths and weaknesses. 
 
Responsibility of AC.  As your AC, I will: 
1. Review the EMDR case conceptualizations and treatment plans, case summaries, and diagnoses of 

CIT’s consultees as presented to me 
2. Challenge you to justify approaches and techniques used 
3. Offer and model additional possible assessment strategies and EMDR clinical interventions 
4. Give you feedback on your EMDR consultation skills and techniques 
5. Tell you directly if I believe a client’s welfare is at risk if EMDR is used in the contest of your 

consultee’s work with that client 
6. Work with you to develop goals for your professional development as an EMDRIA Approved 

Consultant. 
7. Work with you to understand how your personal issues may be affecting interventions 
8. Consider how ethical guidelines are being upheld 
9. Remain clinically competent and develop my skill in EMDR clinical consultation 
10. Keep notes on case discussions that could be used as evidence of peer consultation-on-consultation in 

the event of a lawsuit 
11. Assure that the protocol you use is consistent with that prescribed by EMDRIA approved training 
 
CIT Evaluation Form.  Specifically related to your pursuit of being an EMDRIA Approved Consultant, I 
will: 
1. Notify you by the 4th session if you are having difficulty in grasping concepts and/or have skill deficits 

that might effect a recommendation for your application of becoming an EMDR Approved Consultant 
2. Request that you record sessions so that we may, together, evaluate your work with your consultees.  

Video should include your interactions with your consultees and their work with clients. 
3. Write a letter of recommendation only if you have acquired the skills and knowledge base to be a 

consultant in EMDR and can demonstrate this.   
4. Send a copy to EMDRIA of all correspondence related to any concerns about EMDR consultation 

competence. 
 
Responsibilities of CIT.  As the CIT, you will: 
1. Be prepared to discuss assigned readings about topics as agreed 
2. Be prepared at each session to discuss your consultation with EMDR therapist consultees using 

clinical notes and/or video/audio tapes 
3. Discuss diagnostic assessment, case conceptualization, and approaches and techniques use 
4. Present any boundary issues, dual relationships, or other ethical concerns with consultees 
5. Be aware when any of your consultees’ client’s welfare might be at risk 
6. Maintain liability and malpractice insurance at the appropriate level 
7. Be available for consult in the event of an emergency with one of your consultee’s clients 
 
Statement of Agreement.  This agreement is subject to revision at any time upon request or either AC or 
CIT.  Revision of the agreement can only be made by consent of both parties.  I have read, understand and 
agree to abide by the provisions and responsibilities in this agreement.   
 
 

                                       
     Signature of Approved Consultant      Date 
 
 

              
     Signature of Consultant in Training     Date 


